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History Professor delivers talk in Last Lecture Series

The idea of the Last Lecture Series is that each speaker delivers what they would want their very last lecture to be.
Photo by David Baldwin.

Rikke Sponheim
Staff Writer

_________________________

As part of Mortar Board’s
“Last Lecture Series,” the lecture
“The Receptive Brings About
Sublime Success” was presented
by Assistant Professor of History
Brigid Vance in Thomas Steitz Hall
of Science on Wednesday, Feb. 13,
at 4:30 p.m.
The “Last Lecture Series”
is sponsored by Mortar Board,
the honor society for seniors at
Lawrence University. Each profes-

sor gave a lecture on what they
would want the last lecture of their
career to be and is meant to be
part academic, part inspirational,
according Mortar Board President
Senior Celine Stichert.
Vance started her lecture by
saying that she was not entirely
sure what she should talk about, so
she used divination to help guide
her. Using the ancient Chinese divination text “Book of Changes,” she
asked how to move forward and
got an answer that she decided
should be the theme of her lecture.
Receptiveness was how she was

told to move, so she decided that
was the message she wanted to
share.
What receptiveness meant to
Vance was that she and the rest of
the Lawrence population should
make room for both the intellectual
and the heart. After introducing
this as the theme for her lecture,
she went on to describe the history
of the “Book of Changes” and how
it is used.
The “Book of Changes,” according to Vance, has been described in
many different ways. The list of
what it is that Vance described

ranges from a sacred scripture, a
book of philosophy and a divination manual to an early scientific
treatise, a historical work and an
ancient dictionary.
Vance described reading and
interpreting the “Book of Changes”
as like playing chess. There are
many ways to interpret what it
says, and there have also been
many people who have written
about it or interpretations of what
it says, so depending on what information or version you look at, you
might come to differing conclusions on what it is.

Beatriz Aguilar, gave a talk titled,
“Mexican and Mexican-American
Music: The Development of Ethnic
Identities.” Her workshop offered
students the opportunity to learn
about the role music plays in the
development and expression of
identity, specifically of Mexican and
Mexican-Americans.
Aguilar’s discussion was filled
with anecdotes of her son who
is considered a Third-Culture Kid.
The term Third-Culture Kid relates
to the idea of Mexican-American
children having one foot in one
culture, one foot in another, causing them to create their own, third
culture. These are the children,
Aguilar informed Lawrence students, who would be in their classrooms most of the time.
Aguilar proceeded to explain
how educators can use music to

rescue cultural identity. According
to Aguilar, one of the roles of educators is to help students figure
out who they are and also who
they want to be. She explained how
vital music is to the formation of
identity.
Through a collection of
authentic Mexican songs and
games, Aguilar emphasized all that
could be learned from a culture
through a short song or a simple
game. Students were encouraged
to participate in her examples in
order to learn about the Mexican
culture.
The second clinician, a middle school music teacher at the
University School of Milwaukee
Miriam Altman, discussed the
importance of movement in music
through an activity-based exercise.
She also spoke of her efforts to

incorporate multi-cultural aspects
into her curriculum. According to
Altman, movement develops “the
learner’s individual expression,
self-knowledge, and artistic skill.”
The final presenter, Dinorah
Márquez, discussed the Latino
Arts Strings Program she directs in
the Milwaukee area. According to
Márquez, her goal for the program
“is not for her students to be cute
but to be excellent,” for she does
not want them to be tokenized.
Through this program, she provides Latino children of lower
socioeconomic status instruments
and access to music ranging from
Mozart to mariachi.
Following the presentations,
a social was held in order to allow
alumni, Appleton Area School
District teachers, Lawrence students and the faculty presenters

In China during the eighth
century BCE, the basic text for the
“Book of Changes” started being
written and then took roughly one
thousand years to complete. The
book contains information about
the way changes happen in nature,
which then are meant to inform the
person reading it about the answer
to their question.
Hexagrams containing different combinations of yin and yang
symbols contain the information
in the book. One process of using
the book to investigate a question,
according to Vance, is by doing a
coin toss. In this method, the person
trying to use the “Book of Changes”
for divination would assign different values to heads and tails, with
heads being assigned three and
tails being assigned two.
Then the coin would be tossed
three times and the total of those
numbers would indicate the type
of yin and yang for one section of
the hexagram, then you would do
this over for a total of six times in
order to complete the hexagram.
There are other ways of divining from the “Book of Changes,”
according to Vance, who said that
it is really about what works for the
individual.
Vance described the process
of interpreting the hexagram which
she had gotten when she asked
how to move forward in terms of
both her own life and for the general Lawrence population. The hexagram Vance got for her question
was “Earth: The Receptive,” which
she took to mean that sometimes
we need to let go of rationalism
and embrace humility.
While being receptive to the
changes that life brings, Vance also
said that we have an active role in
our own fates. Studying the “Book
of Changes” is something Vance
finds important because it can
teach people to accept the doubts
they have in life by focusing on the
changes around us.

C-NAfME hosts Diversifying Music Ed Symposium

Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

______________________________________

THIS

WEEK

In order to provide information on making music education
more accessible to all children, the
Collegiate National Association
for Music Education (C-NAfME)
Lawrence University chapter hosted a “Decolonizing and Diversifying
Music Education” symposium on
Saturday, Feb. 16.
The Second Annual C-NAfME
Symposium was held from 12
p.m. to 3 p.m. in Shattuck 163.
The student-organized symposium
featured three presenters and a
social catered by Victoria’s Italian
Cuisine. The event was open to all
students, regardless of major or
association with C-NAfME.
The first presenter, Professor
in Music at Edgewood College
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to mingle and collaborate. This
opportunity to converse aligned
with the national goal of the organization to provide professional
development opportunities to help
music educators grow.
The area of growth that the
C-NAfME board at Lawrence has
chosen to target this year is diversity. According to sophomore and
C-NAfME President Alex Medina,
“It takes thinkers and students to
be committed to asking questions
about whether there is a better
way or a different way to teach our
students.”
These different ways of teaching are discussed regularly at the
C-NAfME meetings, which occur
every Tuesday. At the meetings,
different speakers are brought in
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C-NAfME

continued from page 1
to discuss music education-related topics, including diversity and
community building. The club is
open to all students and advised
by Associate Professor of Music
Brigetta Miller and Assistant
Professor of Music Matthew Arau
‘97.
Arau’s goal upon coming to
Lawrence University in 2014 was
to create a sense of community,
connection and belonging amongst
the music education students at
Lawrence while also promoting
diversity and inclusion in music
education.
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While discussing the goals of
the Lawrence C-NAfME chapter,
Arau explained, “We are trying to
teach differently, learn differently,
broaden our horizons [and] bring
in music from a broader range of
cultures and ethnicities.”
As Arau emphasized the
importance of music and the necessity of making it accessible to every
student, he went on to explain the
profound effects music has on individuals. “Music,” according to Arau,
“is the one thing that teaches us to
listen to each other.” Through this
idea of listening and collaborating,
Arau explained the possibility of
peace with music being its pathway.

Newseum vice president of
education delivers lecture on media
Wenshu Wang
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Tuesday, Feb. 19, the
Lawrence Government Department
invited Barbara McCormack to give
a talk about public education and
propaganda.
McCormack is the Vice
President of Education at the
Newseum in Washington, DC. The
Newseum is a museum of journalism that works to further American
commitment to free press and the
First Amendment.
“A matter of Trust, Countering
the Corrosive Effects of Polarization
and Propaganda” was the title of
her presentation.
She began by showing comparisons of pictures and asking the
audience to distinguish between
propaganda and politics.
To examine today’s media
and political climate, McCormack
quoted the words of U.S. Director
of National Intelligence Dan Coats:
“U.S. adversaries and strategic
competitors almost certainly will
use online influence operations to
try to weaken democratic institutions, undermine U.S. alliances and
partnerships and shape policy outcomes in the U.S. and elsewhere.”
Then she provided the definitions of some terms. Partisanship
is a personal ideology.
The gap existing between

two partisanships is called polarization. Media bias is when news
media starts to cater to one or the
other side of the divide.
The media landscape has
changed. The old one was from
events and ideas to news producers or distributors and to the news
consumers.
It was a linear relationship
and a straightforward supply line.
However, there is a new media
cycle right now. It is a triangular
power struggle.
The news aggregators are
introduced. The news producers
no longer provide news to the consumers directly, and they need to
deliver news via social media sites.
This new model is not supported by economic theory because
it was built upon a social platform.
It turns out to be a massive
battle for the minds of the consumers.
The news media is competing
for money, attention and support.
The tactics are different now.
One strategy they use is to
appeal to people’s partisan opinions and beliefs. “We like to be told
we are right,” McCormack said.
Consumers start seeking out
things they like. This media landscape is potentially contributing to
the increasing polarization.
Propaganda is media that is
created and disseminated specifi-

The talk was delivered in Thomas Steitz Hall of Science 102 and was well-attended by LU
students and community members.
Photos by Caroline Garrow.

France
Thousands of protestors gathered in Paris on Tuesday, Feb.
9 to march in protest against a
series of anti-Semitic attacks,
including the desecration of
one hundred Jewish graves
in a cemetery with swastikas,
defacement of portraits of
Holocaust survivor Simone Veil
and the cutting down of a tree
that was planted in memory of
a young Jew tortured to death
by a gang. France has a Jewish
community of 550,000, the biggest in Europe. The number
of anti-Semitic attacks in the
country has risen from 311 in
2017 to 541 in 2018—a rise
of 74 percent. Jewish groups
have warned that far right
groups across Europe have been
increasingly promoting antiSemitism and hatred of other
minorities.
(BBC)

World
Switzerland
One person has died in an avalanche at the Crans-Montana
ski resort in the Swiss Alps. The
avalanche was unexpected, as the
snow around the area is carefully
monitored to avoid risks. The avalanche covered 1,300 feet of slopes
marked out for skiers. Rescue
crews searched through the night,
but the search was called off
Wednesday after failing to find
anyone and no missing person
reports had been filed. The single
casualty was a 34-year-old French
national who had been working
in the Crans-Montana ski patrol
service and died in the hospital.
(BBC)

News

Compiled by Allegra Taylor
Australia
The Bramble Cay melomys, a
small rodent indigenous to a tiny
island near Papua New Guinea,
has officially been declared extinct
by the Australian government.
The rodent has not been recorded
since 2009. The government
reported that the extinction was
caused by rising ocean levels
which overtook the small island,
causing habitat loss and flooding. The report also says that
this is likely the first recorded
extinction of a mammal due to
climate change. Experts warn that
Australia’s biodiversity is being
threatened by climate change.
(BBC)

Somalia
Poet Abdirahman Abees has been
detained in Somaliland following
his recitation of poems criticizing the Somaliland government in
the capital, Hargeisa. The poem
calls on the government to reform
the criminal justice system and
prisons. Human rights organization Amnesty International has
demanded his release and called
for authorities to investigate the
mistreatments described in Abees’
poems rather than detaining critics. Abees could face three years in
prison if he’s found guilty.
(BBC)

cally to influence your ideas and
actions in supports of an agenda.
It resembles advertising but with
higher stakes. It can serve an array
of ends and disguises its delivery.
The sources of propaganda
are unknown. It is also important
to understand that we are all susceptible.
Disinformation is false information that is created with the
intent to mislead. It is one type of
propaganda and it is created in
order to reach a specific agenda.
It is rooted in the truth to make it
more believable.
Misinformation is incorrect
information that lacks knowledge
and causes confusion, but there is
no hidden agenda.
“Polarization and media bias
make it easier for propaganda to
exist,” McCormack said.
Propaganda oversimplifies
the debatable issues. It exploits our
fears and desires, so the audience
will react to it emotionally.
It also exaggerates the details
and facts. Most importantly, it uses
divisions that identify and enlarge
the cracks in our social and political structure.
How does propaganda work?
McCormack quoted Jacques Ellul’s
words, “All propaganda is aimed at
an enemy.”
It generalizes the objects and
labels different group. Propaganda
also utilizes name-calling like
“crooked Hilary” in it. Caricature is
also one of the strategies.
According to McCormack, we
are living in this vicious cycle that
creates a more-and-more divided
society. The public’s trust level has
decreased in the U.S.
For solutions, she does not
think regulation is a good way
because it can restrain the civil
liberties. Instead, consumer training is critical.
She conveys that we should
change from the consumer side to
create critical news.
First, the consumers need to
understand the role of free press
in our society. Then, we need to
adjust media consumption habits and strengthen media literacy
skills.

China
Fan Fenghui, the former Chief
of Joint Staff of the People’s
Liberation Army, was sentenced
to life in prison this past week.
Fang was found guilty of corruption for bribery. According
to President Xi Jinping, this is
part of an ongoing anti-corruption drive within the government which has punished over a
million officials since President
Xi took power in 2012. The
country is particularly focusing
on the military, in a modernization campaign of the world’s
largest military. Fang has been
under investigation for corruption since 2017. Some have
described the campaign as an
internal purge of opponents.
(BBC)
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Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes

Fly on the Wall
“Distress”
By Tia Colbert

Vegetable Day
By Allie

Horoscopes

The Signs as Types of Tarantulas
By Simone Levy

The Idiot’s Idioms
By Claire Zimmerman

Taurus (April 20 - May 20) — Ivory-billed ornamental tarantula: all four
pairs of your legs are identical, and you do not hesitate to bite.
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) — Chaco golden knee tarantula: docile and opportunistic, as a pet, you are easily cared for and great for beginners.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) — Greenbottle blue tarantula: voracious feeder
whose beautiful colors and skittish personality make you perfect as a display animal. Also tends to be possessive.
Leo (July 23 - August 22) — Goliath birdeater: rarely even eats birds but
okay sure put it in your name.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22) — Antilles pinktoe tarantula: an arboreal
legend known for its extreme beauty and grace.
Libra (September 23 - October 22) — Brazilian salmon pink bird-eating
tarantula: absolutely massive with a readiness to breed! Considered to be
“docile,” but when interacting with a Libra, do stay vigilant.
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21) — Orange baboon tarantula (OBT):
also known as “orange bitey thing,” you are more than willing to inflict a
major bite. Stop freaking out.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21) — Brazilian black tarantula: why
do you only eat mealworms, crickets, roaches and other small insects? Expand your diet. Try something new.
Capricorn (December 22 - January 19) — Mexican fireleg tarantula: you
will live forever.
Aquarius (January 20 - February 18) — Indian ornamental tarantula: your
massive fangs can lead to bacterial infections, not even counting the potential venom that could have been injected. Don’t forget to brush your teeth.
Pisces (February 19 - March 20) — Peacock tarantula: beautiful until you
inject venom.
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The Vikings tennis team dominates at Lakeland College

Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The men’s tennis team traveled to Lakeland College this past
weekend, where they had a very
successful match. I asked freshman Cam Strawn, one of the players on the men’s team, why he
thought they were so successful
against Lakeland, considering that
they crushed them by seven points!
He said, “I feel that our team was
successful because we managed to
stay composed. We didn’t let our
emotions get the best of us and
managed to stay concentrated on
playing our best.”
I then asked him what their
biggest weakness was or if there
was something they could improve
upon for the next game to come?
He said, “I believe that if the team
managed to compose themselves
better, they would have been
able to play longer and stronger.”
Composure, like all things, takes
practice, but while it is not easy,
it is an achievable skill. It requires
patience and precision, much like
tennis!
I asked Strawn what stood out
to him about the game, and he
said, “Even though we won, our
opponents were no slouchers; they
still played well and it was good

to gain experience from them. I
don’t believe there were any game
changers in the matches. I think
the overall mood of the team was
good, no one seemed to be too
emotional during the matches on
or off the court.” Remaining calm
and impartial is important, even
though this was a conference game,
and it helped lead the Vikings to
success.
I asked Strawn what he
thought he personally could
improve upon during that game
and what he thought he did well
at. Strawn said, “I believe I was
good at finishing points quickly
and keeping my shots consistent.
The one thing I could improve on
is that I should come up to the net
more often, as I need to work on
not being intimidated playing an
opponent up close and personal.”
Since Strawn is a freshman
this year, I asked him: What has
been the most difficult transition
for you going from a varsity sport
in high school to now being a D3
Athlete? What new challenges does
it pose? What difficulties did you
not foresee or could not prepare
for and are struggling with adapting to now? “I feel like the greatest
challenge I’ve had to deal with by
being a D3 athlete is managing
myself. The biggest obstacle I have

in matches is trying to stop myself
from getting anxious and beating
myself up over minor errors. A difficulty I did not foresee was waking
up early and having to mold my
schedule around it.”
I finally asked Strawn: Why do
you personally play tennis? Why
did you choose to continue to play
in college? Strawn said, “I play tennis personally because it is a sport
that allows me to play on my own,
allowing me to improve myself and
view what I did right and wrong.
It’s almost similar to school or a
paper, I like being able to accomplish things on my own, learn from
my mistakes and improve as a
result. I chose to continue in college because I really like to play;
tennis has always been part of my
life and my family’s life. Its cathartic for me to play and allows my
mind to focus in a way I can’t get
off the court.”
One thing that really stood
out from what he said is the concept of knowing what he did right
and wrong. Acknowledging one’s
weakness is the first step towards
improvement, and it looks like
Strawn is on the right track.
Next, I asked Coach Francour
to reflect upon the Vikings’ match
against Lakeland. I asked him
what challenges Lakeland posed

in the game. What’s the history
between Lawrence and Lakeland?
“Lakeland presented us with a few
challenges,” he said. “We had to
recover from our difficult match
the night before against Concordia
and play early the next day. Two of
our players weren’t available for
Lakeland, so we needed everyone
to contribute. Number 2 and number 3 doubles were new combinations; that can sometimes present
problems. We train everyone to be
ready for their chance to step up
and play. We have had great success against Lakeland in my tenure
at Lawrence. Lakeland has been a
good match up for us and presents
opportunity to compete against
outside competition.”
It is remarkable that even with
all those issues presented that the
Vikings were able to pull themselves together in such a short
amount of time and produce such
outstanding results! This just goes
to show how committed the men’s
tennis team players are.
I then asked about the team’s
strengths. He said, “Our strengths
against Lakeland were great cohesion in doubles. With two new
teams, they were able to perform
at a high level. Singles was about
being aggressive; when we had a
chance to finish points we did. Our

play on short balls and finishing at
the net were excellent. When we
can capitalize on our chance to end
points quickly, it makes us a better
team.”
Lastly, I asked him what obstacles he believes the team will have
to overcome this season. Coach
responded by saying, “Our challenges this year are people playing up a position in singles from
last season. There is an adjustment
period to get adapted to the style
of play at a certain position. We
also have three new pairings for
our doubles teams. The more we
play, the stronger these partnerships will be. Staying healthy and
improving each match are also
things that present challenges for
our success. Managing our rest and
working smart will help us with
these challenges.”
It sounds like the Vikings’ biggest struggle this season is going
to be adjustment, and if they continue to adjust as well as they did
in their game against Lakeland, I
see no reason why the Vikings cannot get into conference and give
these other schools a run for their
money.

A final where they compete for the
top eight places. The B final takes
swimmer 9-16 from the morning
session.
Lawrence kicked off the meet
with a strong showing on Friday,
as the women’s 200-yard freestyle
relay team of Lengel, sophomore
Mandy Marsh, senior Lizzy Garcia
and junior Bridget Duero took third.
Duero then took fourth in the 500yard freestyle while freshman Mae
Grahs took eighth. The Lady Vikes
scored lots of points in the 200yard individual medley, as senior
Sarah Schweikart was sixth, senior
Emmi Zheng was ninth, junior
Alena Hanson finished 13th, freshman Caitlyn Lansing was 14th and
sophomore Annika Lund took 15th.
In the 50-yard freestyle, Garcia was
seventh while Marsh was ninth.
In the 1-meter diving competition,
freshman Maddy Smith took fourth.
Finally, in the last event of the day,
the 400-yard medley relay team
of Lengel, Zheng, freshman Mizuki
Ohama and Garcia took second.
On the men’s side of the competition, the Vikes kicked off the
meet with a fourth-place finish
from the 200-yard freestyle relay
team of junior Tom Goldberg, sophomore Charlie Phillips, junior Liam
Wulfman and sophomore Anton
Hutchinson. Hutchinson also finished fourth in the 500-yard freestyle. In the 200-yard individual
medley, senior Max Stahl was tenth
and the 400-yard medley relay team
of Wulfman, Goldberg, Phillips and

Hutchinson took fourth.
The Lawrence women continued to roll on Saturday. They kicked
off the day with a third-place finish
in the 200-yard medley relay from
the team of Lengel, Zheng, Ohama
and Garcia. Then, in the 400-yard
individual medley, junior Elise
Riggle was third, Schweikart was
fifth, freshman Laura Soderquist
was tenth and Lund was 11th. In
the 100-yard butterfly, Ohama was
second while Garcia was seventh.
Lengel than won the 200-yard freestyle and teammate Duero took
second. Grahs was ninth, Marsh
was 11th and Smith was 16th in
the same event. In the 100-yard
breaststroke, Zheng took second
while Soderquist finished 12th.
Lengel picked up her second victory of the night as she won the
100-yard backstroke as well.
Freshman Leena Meyers took 15th
in the event. In the three-meter
diving competition, Smith picked
up another second-place finish for
Lawrence. The team closed out
Saturday’s competition with a second-place finish in the 800-yard
freestyle relay from the team of
Duero, Marsh, Riggle and Grahs.
For the men, they kicked off
Saturday with another fourthplace finish in the 200-yard medley relay with the team of Stahl,
Goldberg, Phillips and Wulfman.
In the 400-yard individual medley, freshman Ben Schrag finished
12th while senior Jordan Spalding
was 13th. Wulfman picked up a

fifth-place finish in the 100-yard
butterfly while Phillips was 13th.
Hutchinson finished second in the
200-yard freestyle, and Goldberg
was third in the 100-yard breaststroke. In the 100-yard backstroke,
Wulfman was third while Stahl was
eighth. Finally, the team closed out
Saturday with the 800-yard freestyle relay as the team of Spalding,
Phillips, Stahl and Hutchinson took
sixth.
The Lawrence women closed
out Sunday strong, starting with
the longest event, the 1650-yard
freestyle. Riggle took second, Grahs
took fifth, freshman Andrea Ritziu
was 12th and junior Zoe Mann was
13th. In the 200-yard backstroke,
Meyers finished 14th. Lengel won
her third event of the competition, taking home the victory in the
100-yard freestyle. Duero was seventh, Garcia was 10th and Marsh
was 13th in the same event. In
the 200-yard breaststroke, Zheng
finished second, Lansing was fifth
and Soderquist was ninth. The
Lady Vikes took home another win
behind Ohama in the 200-yard butterfly: Schweickart was fifth, Riggle
was sixth and Lund was ninth.
Lawrence closed out the meet with
a third-place finish by the team of
Duero, Marsh, Garcia and Lengel in
the 400-yard freestyle relay.
The men were led by a pair of
fourth place finishes on Sunday—
Hutchinson was fourth in the
1650-yard freestyle, and Wulfman
was fourth in the 200-yard back-

stroke. Phillips took tenth in the
1650, while Stahl was seventh and
Schrage was 13th in the 200 back.
In the 200-yard butterfly, Phillips
was sixth, and freshman Nuwa
Serunjogi was 15th. Finally, the
team of Goldberg, Stahl, Wulfman
and Hutchinson took fifth in the
400-yard freestyle relay.
“I’m so, so thrilled with how
everyone did—and I’m so proud
of how hard everyone worked this
season! All of our hard work definitely paid off this weekend, and it
was so incredible to watch everyone drop so much time and swim
super speedy fast!” said Lengel. She
continued, “The best part of conference is cheering for everyone! And
along with that, there is nothing
more encouraging than hearing all
of your teammates cheering for you
when you are behind the blocks!”
Overall, the Lawrence men finished fifth in the conference. The
women had an incredibly strong
showing and met their season
goal of finishing second as they
beat Lake Forest College by 38
points. Lengel was named Midwest
Conference Swimmer of the Year
on the women’s side and Coach
Andrew Fleek was named Midwest
Conference Coach of the Year. The
team will now rest up after such a
long meet before looking forward
to future seasons.

Swimming and diving team heads to Conference Championships

Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The Lawrence University
men’s and women’s swimming
and diving teams hit the road this
past weekend for the Midwest
Conference Championship meet
hosted by Grinnell College. This
meet was both a culmination and
a celebration of the season for the
team. All of their hard work since
October led up to this point, and
they have been on taper for the
last two weeks. Yet the team tried
to keep the mood light and fun
throughout the three-day competition.
“The environment at conference is so inspiring to be around
—everyone is focused but determined to have fun and watch everyone succeed!” said sophomore Erin
Lengel. Everyone prepares for the
meet differently. Lengel said, “I prepare for a big meet by taking it session by session and listening to lots
of good jams!”
For the team competition,
Lawrence is trying to score as
many points as possible. The top
16 swimmers in each event score
points, with first place scoring 20
points while 16th place scores one.
Relays count for double, so a win in
a relay event earns the team with
40 points. Conference is done in a
prelims-finals format. In the morning, the swimmers compete for
placing in the evening session. The
top eight swimmers qualify for the

L E T ’ S G O , L AW R E N C E !
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The softball team’s weekend was freezin’ for a reason
Madeline MacLean
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past weekend, the softball team was freezin’ for a reason. The Special Olympics Polar
Plunge began in 1999 and has since
raised over $20 million for Special
Olympics Wisconsin. The Lawrence
University Vikings softball team
has been plunging annually since
2014. Tierney Duffy ‘16 got the
entire team involved six years ago,
and even after she graduated, the
team held this opportunity to give
back close to their hearts.
Special Olympics Wisconsin
has made each event at their 12
locations a hoot and a half. The
entire day is a fun-filled and exciting event for all. While the event
is centered around those who are
jumping into the freezing water,
there are also numerous activities
for everyone else, such as food and
drinks, love music, a 5k, raffles and
other events. People around here
take this very seriously. A large
sum of money is raised to give back
to the 18 different Olympic-type
sports that are offered year-round,
as well as free health care screenings to guarantee optimal health
and performance for these athletes
during competition. This event
gives the opportunity for over ten
thousand athletes with intellectual
disabilities to go out and experience some fun, be proud of who

they are and what they are doing
and earn the utmost respect from
community members and other
Special Olympics athletes.
The team’s goal was to raise
$5,000 for this year’s Polar Plunge,
and they ended up exceeding
their goal. In the last six years,
the softball program has raised
over $30,000 for Wisconsin Special
Olympics. This team is highly committed to their community impact,
and that will never change. Senior
infielder Rachel Urich personally
raised $1,000 this year because her
mom encouraged her to do so. “She
encouraged me to push my goal up,
and realizing that it was probably
my last year participating without
the team, I wanted to try and raise
as much money as I could to support Special OIympics,” said Urich.
Prior to the plunge, Head
Softball Coach and Associate
Director of Athletics Kim Tatro
filmed the team gearing up. While
pretty much everyone made
a comment on how cold it was,
they all said so with huge smiles
on their faces and many laughs
exchanged. Freshman Shelby
Johnson whooped in excitement,
smiling ear to ear, but of course
this was her first time experiencing this event, so we will have to
check back in next year to see if she
has the same reaction. Sophomore
catcher Ceara Larson was a ball
of excitement as the time trickled

down to the moment of their jump.
This is one of her favorite events
of the year. All week long, Larson
started pumping everyone up for
this awesome moment to give back.
The team made their way to
the jumping point clad in a retro
uniform and running shorts. The
announcer counted them down,
commenting on the amazing
opportunity for team building, and
each player took the leap into the
freezing water of Lake Winnebago.
Swimming to the steps with cold
desperation, the team clambered
out and ran to the waiting hot tubs.
Urich said, “It means a lot to participate in this event. It’s a great feeling knowing that what we do helps
many people involved in Special
Olympics.”
Despite the comments on
how cold it was, the reaction after
the plunge was positive and full
of giggles and warm hearts from
the act of giving back and doing so
together. “I think participating with
the team makes us work together
to reach a goal of raising a certain
amount of money and more importantly while participating in the
jump, we support each other and
try to keep positive thoughts as
we walk up to the platform. It also
pushes us individually to commit
to participating and not backing
out because it’s cold out one year,”
said Urich.
The whole event was full of

people who are loud and proud of
what they are doing for their community. People dress up in costume
to match each other and be silly in
order to distract from the freezing
temperatures. “The whole experience stands out to me,” Urich stated. “The sheer number of people
that participate is amazing. The
fact that people willingly jump in
freezing cold water in February to
support such a great program is
absolutely admirable.” This event
is one of the team’s favorite things
to do together, besides playing softball. It is a bonding exercise and
brings everyone closer together.
The fact that it includes giving back
to Special Olympics Wisconsin is
just icing on the cake.
If you want to see live footage of before the jump, the actual
jump or after the jump, please visit
the Lawrence University Softball
Facebook page. The polar plunge
is a national event that includes
running into lakes and oceans,
jumping into lakes or anything else
that can be modified for different regions. In the 12 locations of
Wisconsin, over 2,000 people have
plunged this year, impacting over
250 athletes. The team encourages
everyone to participate, whether
that’s by donating to the cause or
“freezin’ for a reason.”

isfaction more so than your actual
placing in the final event.
On Saturday, Feb. 16, Janusiak
raced his way not only to first in
the meet, but also to a new school
record in the 5000-meter run. This
is the second school record he has
broken this month, and if the progress continues, he will continue
to improve upon his own times.
Janusiak ran a time of 8:36.82,
which was a whole five seconds
faster than the second-place runner from UW-Stout. Janusiak had
the top finish for the Vikings on
Saturday. He beat his 2018 record
of 8:40.31. Janusiak’s win in the
5000-meter set the men’s team up
for a ninth-place finish, which is
the best that either the men’s or
the women’s team finished. “It was
really exciting to break the record
again, especially because I’ve felt
a little mentally tired in the last
couple races I’ve run,” commented
Janusiak. “I felt really fresh in this
3000-meter and I had more of a
kick than I usually do, so I’m very
excited to see what another week’s
rest can bring.”
On the women’s side of the
meet, there were a few outstanding
performances from a couple of the
athletes. First year Claire Schrier

took ninth in the 800-meter run
with a time of 2:25.74, being only
a second behind eighth place and
being in a duel with tenth place
who ran a time of 2:25.95. The
women’s 4x400-meter relay, comprised of sophomore Emily Hoeft,
Schrier, sophomore Alyssa Kuss
and junior Mikaela Hintz, took
tenth place with a time of 4:20.81.
Looking ahead to the next
meet, the Vikings will be competing in the Midwest Conference
Championship in Monmouth, Ill.
Since it is now an extremely important time of the season, the Vikings
are more focused on winding down
and staying healthy in order to
avoid any injuries before heading
into the conference meet.
“We will mostly just be tapering and running easier miles with
very short, fast workouts to get
into peak shape without tiring ourselves out,” added Janusiak. “I think
we have a chance to place pretty
well at conference since we have a
team that is strong in so many different areas.”
With their eyes set on the
meet at Monmouth, the Vikings are
still looking towards other areas
of competition within the Midwest
Conference while also working

to finesse their own events once
more, since they can continue to
work on these events as they head
into the outdoor season, which will
prove to be more promising for
practicing.
The team, due to all of the
snowy and icy conditions and the
below zero temperatures, has been
forced to run some practices inside
and on treadmills. “I’ve had good
luck with staying injury free this
season, and although it’s been a
challenge running on treadmills all
the time, most of us have still gotten a lot of miles in,” said Janusiak.
Hopefully the Wisconsin weather
will be kinder to the team and give
them a forgiving outdoor season
after this Conference meet.
With the meet this weekend,
the Vikings are looking to close out
the season on a good note with all
of their performances finessed and
as composed as can be. This is the
final chance for them to showcase
all of the progress that they have
made on the indoor track before
heading to the outdoor season.
Hopefully their health will stay up
and injuries will be nonexistent by
the time the meet rolls around.

A tough meet prepares the Vikings for Conference

Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past weekend, Lawrence
University’s men’s and women’s
indoor track and field team competed in the Titan Challenge held at
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
In a race with competitors from
schools such as University of
Wisconsin-Stout, University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater, and many
others, the Vikings were able to
have some standout performances
and work on their overall meet
mentality.
Going into the Titan Challenge,
the team was not really focusing
on setting personal records. “Our
team goals going into this meet
were really just to refine our performances and perfect our techniques before Conference this
coming weekend,” said senior Josh
Janusiak. But as one does when
perfecting techniques and working out the kinks in a performance,
many athletes were able to break
personal records.
Luckily, track and field is one
of the few sports where your personal improvement in an event is
what gives you the feeling of sat-

STANDINGS
MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC OVR
Grinnell
0-0
4-1
Lake Forest 0-0
2-1
Lawrence 0-0
3-2
Cornell
0-0
2-2
Illinois
0-0
1-1
Knox
0-0
1-1
Monmouth 0-0
0-2
Ripon
0-0
0-2
St. Norbert 0-0
0-3

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN
SPORTS THIS WEEK
Men’s Tennis
Feb. 23, 9 a.m. & 3 p.m.
Matches @ Green Bay Tennis
Center
Fencing
Feb. 23 & 24, 9 a.m.
Midwest Fencing Conference
Championships @ Ohio
Track and Field
Feb. 22 & 23, 1 p.m. &
10:30 a.m.
Midwest Conference
Championships @ Monmouth

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Champions of Change
Bubble Soccer
Feb. 23, 7:30 p.m.
Wellness Center Gym
Champions of Change
Dry Night @ the VR
Feb. 25, 7 p.m.

Outstanding vikings

Josh Janusiak
Track and Field
Broke two school records in the
3000-meter and the 5000-meter
races

Anton
Hutchinson
Men’s Swimming
Had three top four finishes at
the MWC Championships and
broke two school records

Erin Lengel
Women’s Swimming
Won three MWC titles and
broke seven records at the
MWC Championships

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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Tashi Haig

Travelogues: London with Haley Stevens

Columnist

_________________________________________________

After spending a term at Lawrence University’s
London Center campus, junior Haley Stevens wishes
that Lawrentians could attend our campus across
the pond for more than one term abroad. An avid
theatergoer and thespian herself, Stevens had glowing reviews for the theater and arts scene around
London, and encouraged everyone to experience
Lawrence’s offerings in London for themselves.
The center offers classes which cater to many
interests, and Stevens capitalized on her interest in
theater through taking a fringe theater class which
explored the experimental theatre, both contemporary and historical, of London. Stevens had a good
deal of expertise around the Fringe theater, including where it got its origins.
“A lot of the experimental theater was on the
fringes of London because there was a lot of censorship up until mostly the 1950s and ‘60s, so a lot
of them were a little bit underground or were like
a club with membership so they could avoid censorship […]it goes back to Shakespeare and why
Shakespeare was on the other side of the river with
the Globe Theatre: because of censorship and having
to be outside of the city,” Stevens explained.
Along with Fringe Theater, Stevens took Urban
Anthropology of London and British Life and Culture,
and spent time as well at an internship with a theater company in North London. While classes met
two days a week for two hours, Stevens also took
the tube to her internship where she gained experience in arts administration, which entailed working
in the box office, designing posters and call boards
and even serving as a lighting operator for a show.
Overall, Stevens felt that adjusting to the London
Center rhythm was quite easy. Luckily for her, the
group of fellow Lawrentians she shared an apart-

Karina Barajas

Junior Haley Stevens shares her experiences in London as part of her study abroad program.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

ment with were all acquaintances already, making
the experience of apartment living a positive learning experience. Because the London center does not
have a meal plan, the group initially made a co-op
arrangement to buy food which eventually had to be
adjusted to suit allergies and dietary needs. A luxurious service of free cleaning and fresh sheets from
a cleaner once a week added a hotel-like aspect to
their living conditions.
Adjusting to life back on campus, however, has
proven to be another story. After joking that she
most missed being served biscuits during class
breaks by her professors in London, Stevens relayed
the reasons that returning from London can be diffi-

cult. “I really loved London and so I think I had more
of a culture shock coming back from London than
actually going to London. I think mostly because it
was such a big city, so there was so much to do and
so many things to explore every second,” Stevens
explained.
She added, “With the Fringe theater class, we
saw one show a week, but then because of my
internship and just because of myself being halftheater major […] I’d see one to three or four shows
a week the whole time I was there for 10 weeks. So
I think that’s another part of coming back—the culture shock of not seeing as much theater has been
like, ‘What do I do with my time?’”

Work It: Wellness Center

Columnist

_________________________________________________

The Buchanan Kiewit Wellness Center has
one student manager and about 25 student desk
workers supervised by Director of Wellness and
Recreation Erin Buenzli. Student workers see to
it that students, faculty, staff and alumni feel welcome in the wellness center and are provided the
equipment they need for their health and physical
recreation.
The student desk workers are responsible for
greeting guests, making sure they swipe their ID
card, giving out basketballs and towels, setting up
volleyball and pickle ball nets, answering the phone
for any general questions and cleanup. All desk
workers must be CPR and first aid Certified.
The desk workers switch between shifts, so they
work about six hours a week and can dedicate the
rest of their time to their studies. One perk of the job
is being able to do homework as long as the required
responsibilities are completed.
Clarke applied for the position because she
knew students who worked at the desk last year.
She enjoys greeting people as they come in. In addition to working at the wellness center, Clarke is a
leader for Lawrentians Enhancing Diversity in the
Sciences (LEDS) and is the Copresident of Women
Underrepresented in the General Sciences (WUGS).
You can usually find Clark working the Wellness
Center desk Monday evening, Wednesday afternoons and Friday and Saturday nights. Between
shifts, she sometimes has to finish up tasks such as
doing laundry and grabbing clean towels.
When asked what her favorite part of her job is,
Clarke responded, “I get to meet interesting people,
including alumni. One found a picture of me working
and e-mailed it me. I thought it was cool, so I sent the

Junior Rishi Sanyal working the front desk in the Buchanan Kiewit Wellness Center.
Photo by Larissa Davis.

picture to my parents.”
She finds that the wellness center is busy, especially during the winter. She believes that time management and being on top of things is important
to avoid the anxiety of not being able to fulfill the
duties of the position.
Clarke wants to go into the science field, specifically medicine, and being a desk worker has helped
her develop interpersonal skills. She recommends
this job to anybody because it is relaxed and fun.
Senior Bjorn Hauge works Monday nights and
early mornings on Tuesday and Thursday. Outside
of the job he is an Economics tutor. He went to the

@TheLawrentian

Wellness Center often during his freshman year, and
the greeter at the time encouraged him to apply. One
responsibility he has is to clean the weight room and
cardio room, which includes wiping down equipment. His least favorite task is picking up hair and
dead skin that accumulates on the crevices of the
treadmills.
“It’s a little annoying and takes a couple minutes, but it is satisfying to have a clean treadmill,”
added Hauge.
He enjoys the job overall because it is his first
time learning customer service and personal skills.
He would recommend the job to someone else

/Lawrentian

Stevens also praised London’s safe atmosphere
and fondly remembered midnight walks in the
city, less of a likely proposition here along College
Avenue. “There’s cities that sleep and cities that
don’t,” she said, “and I feel like London is a sleeper.
There’s still noise and people out and about but it’s
very calm at nighttime. It’s the safest place I think
I’ve ever been.” Because of the friendly environment
and thriving arts scene, Stevens said, “I felt really
inspired and I also got a lot of writing done. It’s the
best place for arts, theater, writing, music—basically
everything I’m interested in. So it was a very good
choice on my part.”
Though being back in Appleton may not be
as entertaining as living in London, Stevens has
retained the inspiration she gained while abroad
and plans to pay it forward.
As a recipient of the Gilman International
Scholarship, Stevens’s travels were funded on the
condition that she produce work on how her time
in London affected her. Fitting for the experiences
she had, Stevens plans to write and produce a short
ten to fifteen minute play about studying abroad.
With plans to perform during the second Saturday
of spring term, Stevens is hoping to set up auditions before the end of ninth week of winter term so
rehearsals can begin.
Stevens explained further the details of her
project, saying, “Rehearsal would start probably
the end of ninth week or the weekend of, and
there would just be a few of them to divvy things
up because it’s sketch style, just a bunch of different scenes exploring different topics about studying abroad […] and what it means. So I’m working
with the study abroad office to get advertisements
out soon, but I’m still in the revision process for the
script.” Anyone interested in performing for or viewing Stevens’s show should be sure to keep a lookout
for posters with information coming soon!

because of the flexible schedule. He has become
used to waking up at 5:30 a.m., working his shift and
having the rest of the day to do other things. It is not
an intimidatingly long time, and the work is worth it.
Senior Jason Lau is the Wellness Center Student
Manager. Lau has been working in the Wellness
Center for four years. He is part of the Lawrence
University Cycling Team, which meets four days a
week. As the supervisor, Lau also works at the desk,
takes calls from student workers, leads team meetings, maintains a rewards program and trains new
workers one-on-one.
This is a promotional position he had to apply
for. When he was a Freshman, he was the only person who applied. At the time he did not know how to
use the Lawrence University Webmail system, so he
used his Gmail account to e-mail Erin asking her for
the job. For a long time she did not respond and he
could not figure out why. One day they were both in
a triathlon and she came up to him and told him it is
impolite to not e-mail someone back when they ask
for an interview. He explained what happened, and
that is how he got the job.
His favorite part of the job is that he gets to
know people in the community, which exposes him
to ranges of opinions. He works from afternoons and
evenings on Sundays which is not much, but he values his free time a bit more.
He likes the relationships he has built with the
people who visit and his supervisor and having
more responsibilities by committing to the job consistently for so long. He would recommend this job
to everyone because it is important to build these
relationships over time.
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Gaming House, on bringing community to Lawrence
Peter Lagershausen
Staff Writer

_________________________________________________

Located on the Quad near the Warch Campus
Center, Gaming House is a student residence centered around, of course, gaming. Originally created
for a particular group of students to socialize and
play games, it has expanded into a substantial campus community containing numerous friend groups.
The Lawrentian interviewed junior Gaming House
president Daphne Thomas to gather insight on what
makes the house unique.
As far as accessories go, Gaming House has
everything one would expect from its title: a Wii
U, two PS4s, an Xbox 360 and an extensive lineup
of computers and board games. “We are constantly
buying new games based on community input,”
Thomas said. “Right now we are planning to invest
in a Switch.” Gaming House also hosts a wide variety
of events. “We host weekly theme nights where players of our more popular games have priority over
the equipment,” Thomas said.
Aside from these “weeklies,” the house hosts
larger events each term such as a Halloween party
and “Panic!” at the end of winter term. According to
Thomas, “These events provide a fun space for club
members to hang out and interact with people they
might not usually talk to.”
The “vibe” at Gaming House is known to be
close-knit and laid back. There is an open-door
policy before quiet hours start that invites people

The entrance to Gaming House.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

to knock and be let in. Once inside, Thomas says,
“There is a constant flow of people using the space to
socialize or game. Living there, you learn the quirks
of all the people you see on a daily basis, even if you
don’t consider them close friends.”
They also commented on the air of enthusiasm among residents, saying, “Everyone is willing

to share their interest in games. At most times of
the day, there are board members around to direct
people to what they might be curious about.” This
is a major part of the house’s appeal: the ability to
freely walk in and socialize, which is what Thomas
calls part of the house’s drive to “appeal to the greater wants and interests of the Lawrence community.”

What might make Gaming House a potential
residency match? An enthusiasm for games goes
without saying, but Thomas pointed out another
niche that the house provides. They said, “Gaming
House is a great place for socially anxious people
to find a group where they might not be able to in a
larger residence hall.”
They connected this to their own experience
living there, saying, “When I nervously entered the
house during my freshman year, at least three people showed excitement when I mentioned the games
I like to play. Two years later, I am still finding ways
to make new connections.”
Even if one does not intend on living in Gaming
House, it is still an engaging place to hang out. The
relaxed flow of people through the place makes the
residents and the broader Lawrence community
seamlessly connected.
Anyone should feel welcome to go and take
advantage of what the space has to offer, so long
as they abide by the house’s policy of treating
the people and equipment within it with respect.
Furthermore, it is a place to exercise community
engagement, as Thomas stated, “We are grateful to
people who come to our board meetings to give suggestions for new equipment or events.”
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Opera’s inclusive message
speaks to audience
Cassie Gitkin

Op-ed Editor
__________________________

Every
year,
Lawrence
University presents a fully staged
opera. This year’s mainstage
opera was Leonard Bernstein’s
“Mass,” an emotional production
based around the Roman Catholic
Tridentine Mass. Director of Opera
Studies and Associate Professor of
Music Copeland Woodruff elevated
“Mass” to a new level by incorporating American Sign Language
(ASL) Pidgen Sign Language (PSE)
into the piece. As a result of these
additions, the opera spoke—and
signed—volumes about inclusion,
community and listening to one
another.
The opera featured a cast of
talented Lawrentians, with seniors
Aria Minasian and Erik Nordstrom
sharing the lead role of the
Celebrant. In addition to Lawrence
students, professional deaf actor
Robert Schleifer and local deaf
interpreter Kristine Orkin participated in the opera. Highlights of
the performance included songs
like senior Allie Horton’s masterful solo “World Without End,” a
children’s choir comprised of local
elementary and middle school students and an innovative set design.
The Stansbury Theater stage was

transformed into a post-apocalyptic ruin with spooky lighting,
crumbling buildings and a mesh
screen that separated scenes of
past memories from the present.
The costumes were designed to
feel post-apocalyptic as well, from
the eerie one-piece jumpsuits and
bald caps worn by the chorus to the
Celebrant’s ragged apparel.
Bernstein’s original storyline was intensified by the use of
ASL. The struggle to communicate
was heart-wrenchingly obvious
between the hearing Celebrant
and the deaf Congregant. Both
parties were striving to be understood without trying to understand
where the other person was coming from. However, some unity was
found in the Street Singers, who
simultaneously sung and signed.
Following the performance,
Schleifer and the rest of the cast
received a standing ovation from
audience members, but there was
no clapping to be heard. Instead,
the audience used the deaf sign of
applause, which involves holding
both hands above the head and
twisting them back and forth.

A scene from Berstein’s “Mass.”
Photo by Taylor Blackson.

Television Review
“Big Mouth” Season 2

Lily Greene
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

At first glance, Nick Kroll and
Andrew Goldberg’s Netflix comedy appears to be a vulgar cartoon
about puberty and masturbationaddicted kids. In fact, I was sure I
hated the show after watching the
first episode. But after watching
more and more of the first season,
the many layers of humanity and
genuine emotion are revealed.
The show focuses around
best friends Nick (Nick Kroll), and
Andrew, voiced by John Mulaney,
who are facing the challenges of
puberty and middle school, along
with other pals Jessi, Jay, Missy
and more. The kids deal with
their changing bodies, relationships and feelings, all with the help
(and often misguidance) of their
Hormone Monster or Monstress,
played mainly by Nick Kroll and
Maya Rudolph.

Sam Goldberg
Staff Writer

______________________________________

As part of the poetry series
held in the Wriston Art Galleries,
poet Erica Dawson came to
Lawrence on Thursday Feb. 14 to
read from her most recent epic
poem, “When Rap Spoke Straight
to God.” Dawson teaches at the
University of Tampa, where she is
the Associate Professor of English
and Writing and the Director of
the Low-Residency MFA in Creative
Writing. Her poem is a captivating
meditation on what it means to
be black in America today, with
Dawson weaving in various parts

The show came to be because
of real-life best friends Nick Kroll
and Andrew Goldberg, both of
whom have been working in the
world of comedy for a while now.
Nick Kroll is known for “The Kroll
Show,” “Oh, Hello on Broadway,”
“The League” and a multitude
of smaller roles, while Andrew
Goldberg has written for “Family
Guy” for some time. Jennifer
Flackett and Mark Levin, a husband and wife writing and directing team, were also involved in
creating “Big Mouth.”
It stars some big names
like Mulaney, Jordan Peele, Maya
Rudolph, Fred Armisen and Jenny
Slate, and the cast is additionally involved in writing by offering
their own embarrassing puberty
stories for the show. The second
season, released in October, dug
even deeper into the world of sexuality, confusing emotions, complicated friendships and embarrass-

ing middle school memories.
While Nick is worried about
being small and a late bloomer,
Andrew is busy being tormented
with the awkwardness of puberty
by the local Hormone Monster.
Their friends Jay, Jessi and Missy
have problems of their own, dealing with divorce and family drama,
sexuality and self-image.
The second episode of the second season, titled “What is it About
Boobs?” introduces the character
Gina, played by Gina Rodriguez,
whose developing chest gets everyone at school talking. While the
boys cannot stop staring or thinking about her “new” body, the girls
are hit with a bad case of insecurity and self-doubt. Jessi (Jessi
Klein) and Missy (Jenny Slate) go
to a nude spa with Missy’s mother
who has had enough of hearing her
daughter bad-mouth her own body.
After seeing the abundance of
different body types of all shapes,

colors and sizes, the girls realize
that every body is beautiful. The
Hormone Monstress proceeds to
sing a wonderful song about the
female body, and Jessi and Missy
both join in the nude dancing—an
idea that was difficult to achieve on
a show. Jessi and Missy, both young
girls, are able to dance on the show
nude without being sexualized.
How unheard of! The Hormone
Monstress sings, “God made us in
her image and that girl ain’t got no
shame!” This episode is a beautiful
addition to season one’s episode
“Girls Are Horny Too,” where Jessi
discovers her own sexuality, thanks
to a steamy romance novel sweeping the school.
Season two also contains “The
Planned Parenthood Show,” where
the kids educate the misinformed
and ridiculous Coach Steve about
contraception, abortions and STIs.
The episode pokes fun at sketch
comedy shows and uses that for-

mat to talk about how risky it is to
do an episode promoting Planned
Parenthood. Episodes like this
are so important for teens to get
informed about essential information that they might not hear otherwise, and they do so in an entertaining way.
The end of season two also
includes storylines for secondary
characters about discovering one’s
sexuality, whatever that may be, as
well as tougher topics like depression, bullying, shame and guilt,
toxic masculinity and family troubles. “Big Mouth” uses its raunchy
comedy in the best way—to inform
people and to make a sincere, honest and relatable show about the
anxieties and hardships of puberty
and growing up. It truly is one of a
kind and I hope it is able to start
more conversations about subjects
that are taboo but should not be,
like puberty, sex, shame and sexual
and mental health.

of her identity to make the story all
the more personal. Womanhood,
Christianity, hip-hop and the current state of the country all make
it into her tight and elegant verse.
She read two extended chunks
from the beginning and end of the
book and skipped a large portion
in the middle, which I only realized
when she said that she was skipping a part of the book to alert the
people that were following along
with their own copies, like the person sitting next to me. One only
wishes that she could have read
the entire book from start to finish
because of how mesmerizing she
was to listen to.

Dawson also uses different styles of delivery to make her
points and expand her narrative.
She incorporates spoken word,
rap and a more straightforward
verse delivery to create an expansive story that brings her personal experiences outside of herself
and into a dialogue about race in
America that encompasses a myriad of stories and lives.
Dawson opened the floor for
questions at the end, and while
I did not write down any of the
actual questions that were asked
of her, I did write down some statements that she made that stood
out to me. She talked about her

writing process, which consists of
her listening to her favorite music
to get inspired. She explained, “I
called it research, but it was really
just lying around listening to my
favorite music.” This struck a personal chord with me and others in
the audience as I, too, like to listen
to music to get my creative juices
flowing, and oftentimes that is the
only thing I end up doing for several hours.
She also spoke, both in the
Q&A and in her poetry of being
afraid to be the one black woman
in her academic and literary circles
and being seen as the stereotype
of the ‘angry black woman.’ She

talked about reclaiming her space
and not being afraid of being herself, even if that means people are
going to lump her into a group that
has been constructed by the dominant, negative forces in our society.
Overall, the entire event was
incredibly impactful, and Erica
Dawson brought an almost meditative, compelling energy to her
poetry, which carried over when
she spoke to us afterward. I look
forward to attending more poetry
readings in the future.

Poet stuns at intimidate reading
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
TANNER MACARTHUR

Milou de Meij

Staff Writer
______________________________________

“I’ve found the fun,” said junior
Tanner MacArthur emphatically.
MacArthur is talking about his
work as a painter and his love for
the process of painting, something
he fervently believes that anyone
can share.
“I like to paint and it’s so fun,”
MacArthur stressed. “Anyone in the
world can paint. All you have to do
is pick up a brush. The beauty is in
the doing. I want to let the process
work itself out.”
MacArthur’s works are generally large abstract pieces that play
with overlapping layers and showcase a unique sense of depth and
movement. His piece “Thumbprint
1” is a 60-inch by 48-inch acrylic on
canvas that showcases a myriad of
thumbprints layered beneath one
large overarching red thumbprint,
full of dizzying motion.
“I love being able to look
back and see my growth,” said
MacArthur, adding that his younger self could never have imagined
what he’s making now. MacArthur
first started drawing in elementary school where he trained his
eye by copying photographs of
Pokémon and dragons. He took his
first art class in high school and
was instantly hooked, taking every
art class he could. At this point,
his works mostly consisted of oil
and acrylic self-portraits and, by
his last year of high school, he
had amassed a significant portfolio,
which he submitted for the AP Art
Exam.
However, in addition to this
enormous passion for artmaking, MacArthur also hungered
for a broad liberal arts education
that would allow him to explore
more than just studio art. While
at Lawrence, MacArthur has pursued a variety of interests including writing, religious studies, film
and music.
“I’ve been fascinated ever
since I got here with how musical
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this campus is,” said MacArthur.
“The first music I ever made was in
a film class where I scored a short
film I made in Logic. It was so much
fun—like sonic painting. Layering
things, creating textures, reworking, sampling—it’s all really similar. Also, the way music software is
lined up is so visual. It was really
easy for me to start working that
way since I’m such a visual person.”
Despite this, MacArthur insistsed that it was not completely easy
at first.
“I was terrified to start making

music. It’s insanely out of my comfort zone. The electronic world versus my analog paintbrush,” laughed
MacArthur.
Yet for him, the importance in
his artmaking, no matter the medium or form, always comes back to
the process.
“I think there is so much to be
said for putting yourself into a creative mode and just letting things
happen,” said MacArthur, stressing
how judgment is a toxic but difficult mindset to get out of. “I’ve
learned over the years to not get

frustrated with what I’m making
and, if I do, to just accept that frustration as part of the process. You
can’t expect perfection right away.”
As an artist, MacArthur
stressesd that even though
expressing his voice and his artistry through his work, the process
is not all about him.
“The painter creates an object
that they relinquish to the world,”
explained MacArthur. “They create
half of the meaning, and the audience creates the other half. I think
artmaking is healing and by creat-

ing work, I am giving these objects
to the world leaving a bit of myself
with each one. I want my voice to
be fun, accessible and healing.”
You can see MacArthur’s work
in his upcoming solo show on Apr.
12 at the Mudd Gallery on the third
floor of the Seeley G. Mudd Library.
In the meantime, you can view
more of his work on his Instagram
@mushybrain.

Book Review
“To Kill A Mockingbird”
Nicole Witmer

Section Editor
______________________________________

Though it is a book required
in multiple high school curriculums, I was surprised to learn that
a number of Lawrentians and one
of my professors had never read
Harper Lee’s classic novel. This is
one of my all-time favorite novels,
so much so that it was the focus of
my senior capstone. It is an easy
read, a little under 300 pages, and
is one of the best books within
modern American literature.
The book follows a young Jean
Louise ‘Scout’ Finch as she grows
up in Maycomb County, Ala. dur-

ing the Great Depression. She lives
with her brother Jem, father Atticus
and housekeeper Calpurnia; her
mother died when she was a
baby. The first half of the novel is
light and carefree. Scout and Jem
make friends with their neighbor
Dill, they play games around the
neighborhood and try to make the
recluse “Boo” Radley come out of
his house as they believe all the
malicious rumors the town has
said about him.
It is within these chapters that
Lee expertly weaves in traces of
prejudice in a tale of childhood play.
She tackles issues of class when
Scout gets into a fight with a young

boy named Walter Cunningham,
who she reluctantly invites to dinner as an apology, allowing readers to see that Walter has not had
a decent meal in weeks. Though
there are subtle weavings in the
first half of the book, Lee begins to
tackle major issues head-on in the
latter half as she forces Scout and
Jem to grow up and lose their idyllic view of the world around them.
The second half of the
novel consists of the trial of Tom
Robinson, a black man accused of
raping a white woman. Atticus has
been assigned as Tom’s lawyer, and
he builds a strong defense. Some
of the most riveting scenes in lit-

erature take place in the Maycomb
County courtroom, as both Scout
and the reader realize that no matter how strong Atticus’s defense is,
the white jury will find the black
Tom guilty. (If you do not want
to read the book but still see this
incredible scene, check out the
movie starring Gregory Peck—it
does the book justice.) On top of all
this, the white bigots of the town
are pissed that Atticus is defending
a black man, and they try to intimidate him in any way they can.
I will not spoil any of the plot,
though I will say that the trial is
not the end of the book. The ending, featuring a character almost

forgotten during the trial, is very
satisfactory, if not in the way we
want. Lee, who wrote this book in
the Civil Rights Era of the 1960s,
has a clear message about racism
in our country. Maybe our politicians today should read this book
—it might help them see prejudice
more clearly.
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What Esquire could have done differently
On Tuesday, Feb. 12., popular men’s magazine “Esquire” came under fire after they published
“The Life of an American Boy at 17” as a cover story for their March issue. The article is part of a series
“Esquire” is running on growing up in America today. The cover photo depicts Ryan Morgan, a high
school senior from West Bend, Wis., with a title reading: “An American Boy: What it’s like to grow up
white, middle class, and male in the era of social media, school shootings, toxic masculinity, #MeToo, and
a divided country.” This cover story was met with controversy on social media, where questions were
raised about representation, intersectionality and masculinity.
The main issue with the cover is the implication that the face of America is defined as a white,
middle-class teenage male when a large majority of the nation’s population does not fit all of those categories. The article does discuss more universal realities of being an American youth, including living in
fear of mass shootings, whether or not a college education is worth the expense and being a teen with
divorced parents. However, it is also highly misogynistic and extremely apologetic to white nationalist viewpoints. The article gives a platform for a young man to share his regressive views on women’s
issues, poverty and race while the marginalized people affected by these issues remain unheard.
Some are defensive of Ryan Morgan and his story. “The New York Times” published an opinion piece
by writer and designer Robyn Kanner. Kanner says she empathizes with Morgan for having his views
as a teenager put on a global stage, as she is a transgender woman who used to campaign for President
George W. Bush back in the early 2000s. She feels it is unfair to hold someone accountable for the views
they held when they were teenagers. However, the discussion at hand is not about Morgan’s personal
beliefs or identity, but about “Esquire’s” decision to run an article that sympathizes with white men
being uncomfortable with scrutiny.
Many are also frustrated that “Esquire” would run a story about a white man during Black History
Month. Communications Director for “Vogue” Magazine and former spokeswoman for the Clinton 2016
campaign Zara Rahim says on her Twitter, “Imagine this same ‘American Boy’ headline with someone
who looks like Trayvon [Martin] talking about what it’s like to have your mother sit you down to tell
you how to stay alive.”
As Rahim points out, if the frame of the article is about the issues that young men face in America,
there are several other routes that could have been more meaningful. Her tweet, for example, show that
the article could discuss how young boys of color are fearful of being shot by police, rather than young
white boys who are fearful of being outed for sexual assault. The profile could have also been done on a
young trans man and his life as an American teenager, which could have brought a meaningful dialogue
about the ‘modern man’ into a brand new light.
This article could have also showcased statistics on how teen boys are affected by toxic masculinity. According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC), in 2018 the suicide rate among U.S. males aged
15-19 years was up 30% since 2007. An article about a mentally ill teenager could bring awareness to
this issue, especially since suicide affects young white men more than any other U.S. demographic. A
2008-12 American Community Survey reports that Hispanic boys aged 16-18 are dropping out of high
school to support their low-income families at a disproportionately high rate compared to the rest of
the U.S. dropouts. A profile on one of these boys would bring conversations about poverty and education
to a global platform.
There are several, much more meaningful ways to profile young men in modern America without
cutting down marginal identities, yet “Esquire” fails to use their platform in this way. The U.S. is becoming less and less a white man’s world, and it is time to embrace the change rather than resist it.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

It is normal to assume that the
perspective your grandfather holds
on your new partner who has multiple piercings, bright green hair
and maybe even some face tattoos,
may not be the same perspective
you have on their suitability to be
in a relationship with you. The generational gap is inevitable and very
hard to overcome because so much
of it is based upon experience
within that age group. Even just
between a parent and their child,
the difference in age is greatly felt,
especially in moments of deviation
from what that parent envisioned
for their child.
I have felt the difference in
perspective between my parents
and me quite strongly because we
have already realized that sometimes their expectations of me are
not what I want and do not make
me happy. For example, my father
expects me to do well in all my
classes and try my best to understand and excel. But when I have
been placed in classes where the
teacher has no passion to teach, the
curriculum is outdated and poorly
constructed and the class makes

Our universal buttholes

Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Anal sex. Bet that got your
attention. It is something that is
persistently taboo in our society.
It’s consistently portrayed as something funny, something strange,
something gross. I myself have all
of these emotions when considering anal sex as an act. But the
stigma is also preventing us from
talking about it and from actually
learning about it. So, in my quest
to talk seriously about all of the
things that make me uncomfortable, let us all delve into the topic
of anal penetration.
If you have managed to reach
the weird parts of the internet,
you may have stumbled upon the
first part of anal sex that makes
even me, with all of my familiarity with the topic, cringe. The anus
is where we poop, and poop is
something that none of us relish
dealing with. There are plenty of
horror stories to be encountered
about people, thoroughly unprepared ones at that, ending up with
poop all over the place and in very
uncomfortable places. To avoid
such outcomes, anal sex takes
preparation and cleaning, making
sure that everything Because our
culture thinks of sex as something
that simply occurs and cannot be
planned, the idea of planning any
amount of time around sex is foreign. How could one set aside a day
and time to have sex? How could
we actually prepare for something
that is supposed to passionately
happen in the moment?
However, even if we have
absolutely no desire to engage in
anal sex in the future, more preparation towards sex is something
everyone can benefit from. While
it might seem odd to plan out a
sex schedule, it would actually be
helpful for those of us who have
little time on our hands. We could
feel reassured that there was time

Checkbooks and manbuns

no sense to me, then trying my
best does not really hold an appeal.
If I feel the teacher is not actively
engaged in trying to help me learn,
then why would I want to put all
my effort into learning something
that does not excite me?
Sometimes I have felt justified
in my differing perspective on an
issue compared to my parents, but
I did not argue my case because
I felt I was missing a key part of
their judgmental process. That, to
me, is their strength. My parents
are stronger than me and therefore
I feel I must acquiesce to their
outlook for my life. Their strength
comes from their life experiences
manifested in wisdom, which is
something I can obtain with time
as I age. But my parents also have
an inner strength that I believe
they have held all their lives and
that I fear I may never obtain.
I am not talking in terms of
physical strength, like my parents
can each bench 200 pounds easy
and therefore their reasoning is
better than mine. I mean mental
strength. If any reader remembers
those memes that say from the
point of view of a parent “back
in my day we used to walk seven

miles to school in a blizzard,” I feel
like they relate a lot to my relationship with my parents. My parents
do not constantly remind me how
they walked seven miles to get to
school every day, but I do recognize the great differences in our
childhoods and how much easier
mine is.
The clearest example I can
think of when someone asks me to
define my weaknesses compared
to my parents’ strengths is in times
of emergency. The memory that
comes to mind most vividly, and
hauntingly, is when we were in
Germany and my sister had her
first seizure. I was sleeping on the
upper part of a bunk bed and woke
up to my mom screaming my name.
I jumped down groggily and turned
the corner to see my sister convulsing in my mother’s arms. “Go get
Dad!” my mom yelled. But I did
not go get my dad. I was frozen.
My mom was already getting my
sister down and on her side and
moving her tongue so it would not
be bitten, moving efficiently and
with precision to make sure my
sister would not hurt herself. She
was so sure of herself, so confident
in her actions even with someone

else’s life on the line. But once I
was finally jolted into action, all I
could force my frightened brain to
do was sprint down the hall to my
father and sob hopelessly, gesturing to him until he understood to
go find help. Both of my parents
are trained in the medical field
and in the military, having been
in the Navy and the Special Forces
respectively. And I know I should
keep that in mind when I think
back to how I reacted compared
to how my parents were able to
quickly assess the situation and
then determine their next move
to keep my sister alive. But I also
cannot help but feel like there is
some impassable barrier keeping
me from the strength and capability of my parents’ generation.
Is it bad that my childhood was
easier than my parents was? Sure, I
never had to walk seven miles in
my life for education, but does that
mean I am inherently lacking the
mental grit of my ancestors and am
therefore inferior intellectually?
Whenever I hear people make
some snarky comment about
“millennials” and how “we are all
doomed,” I am not sure how to feel.
The generations before mine expe-

that we had already put aside to
be with our partner in an intimate
way and any mismatch in timing
could be mostly worked out simply by an agreed schedule. Then
we would also be evaluating how
we felt about a sexual encounter
beforehand just naturally, and we
would have ideas in mind about
what we wanted to do and what we
were feeling turned on by.
Anal sex is entirely natural
and normal and can be very enjoyable for people. But not only that it
is also potentially extremely helpful for some people because everyone has a butthole. That is to say
that it can be a very uncharged
area for people to experiment with.
Coming from a standpoint of someone who experiences dysphoria,
though granted top and not bottom
dysphoria, anything to minimize
it is an essential part of my life.
For people who do have bottom
dysphoria, not engaging with their
given genitalia can be a huge relief.
It is something that does not come
attached with too many preconceived notions of gender and what
gender can be for the precise reason that it simply cannot be prescribed to one gender or another.
For a person struggling to exist
as a different gender than the one
prescribed to them, sex can be a
hazardous activity full of gendered
stereotypes that are hard to ignore.
Sex acts that are outside of this
zone can provide welcome relief.
The problem is that we are often
so wrapped up in the genitalia that
people might have that we stop trying to work around it and simply
avoid it.
We need to talk about this. We
need to talk about how uncomfortable we are talking about these
things, because people are suffering from the stigma around it,
people who do enjoy it but find that
their practices are seen as disgust-

See page 12

rienced a rougher life, yes, without
the ease of technological advancements and worldwide health
care. But that is an endless cycle,
because progress always pushes
forward. So my children someday
will have, perhaps, an even easier
life than I did.
I personally do not think millennials are bad and I truly believe
out of all the evils in this world,
this generation is not going to be
the one to bring the world to its
knees. In fact, I believe millennials
are so criticized and persecuted
because they are introducing a
major change in the human outlook on life from past generations.
Millennials as a whole are, in my
opinion, much more willing to sympathize and empathize than their
ancestors. I have heard many a
person crudely remark, “Oh look,
another millennial who of course
want to talk about their feelings.”
But honestly, the only way to start
solving problems like the supposedly highly advanced race we arrogantly proclaim ourselves to be is
to not go out and kill by the thousands those we disagree with, but
by starting to share our feelings
with them.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them.

All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial,
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Tarantulas are fun

Simone Levy
Staff Writer

______________________________________

I do not want to hear another
person’s whines and complaints
when I show them fun and fresh
pictures of spiders. Spiders are so
beautiful and so sexy, and to hear
someone say “Ew, Simone, why are
you showing this to me? It’s lunch
time; I’m eating. Stop showing
me pictures of spiders,” my heart
weeps for them, because I know
they do not have the appreciation
or love in their hearts that I have
for arachnids. In this essay, I will
argue the many merits of spiders
that make them really fun and not
scary.
Everyone likes dogs or cats,
or maybe even both. Do you know
who is also big and fuzzy? Spiders.
Tarantulas. Tarantulas are massive, fuzzy creatures with beautiful, sweet faces comparable to
that of a Pekingese dog or Scottish
fold cat. If you love dogs or cats,
consider also loving tarantulas.
Tarantulas come in many shapes
and sizes. There are New World
tarantulas and Old World tarantulas. What differentiates the two
is their defense mechanisms, as
well as their habitat, obviously.
New World tarantulas, found in the
Americas, have urticating hairs as
their main defense. Urticating hairs
are irritating hairs that a tarantula kicks at its foe using its back
legs. These hairs get stuck in the
foe’s skin, causing irritation and
discomfort. Urticating hairs are
similar to the hairs on nettle plants,
and can cause the same reactions,
like rashes and inflammation, as
well as irritation to mucous membranes. Old World tarantulas do
not possess urticating hairs and
instead use their nasty disposition
and venomous bites to ward off
attackers. Either way, both kinds of
tarantulas are totally fun and sexy
and perfect for dog and cat lovers
everywhere.
I am someone who is, unfortunately, a picky eater. I do not
really like cheese, and I do not like

Like us on
Facebook!

Olivia Omura
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Forgive me for the clickbait,
but I mean it: college students
really have no idea how to regulate our own eating, and the allyou-care-to-eat dining facility on
campus feeds (pun intended) into
the vicious cycle of dis-regulated
eating.
Growing up, you probably
learned to respond to external cues
about your hunger and fullness,
rather than the intuition that has
guided humankind since we first
crawled out of the muck. Someone
else made most, if not all, of your
meals. You ate when meals were
served; a meal was over when your
plate was empty. You may not have
had any input as to what was on
the menu, and you were forced to
eat what was served, irrespective

avocados, condiments, squashes,
zucchini, cucumber, beets, Greek
yogurt, honey, cashews or whole
grain pasta, among many other
things. This is an unlikeable quality of mine and is something I work
toward changing every day of my
life. But I do understand that it is
not sexy of me to not like mac and
cheese. Spiders on the other hand?
They will eat literally anything.
That is so sexy of them. Tarantulas
in particular have an extremely
varied diet, and are known to eat
centipedes, millipedes, other spiders, lizards, mice, bats, birds and
even small snakes. I literally would
never eat any of those things,
except for like, chicken because
that is a bird. That is so sexy of
them to eat so many things that I
would not eat.
Not to be too self-deprecating,
but my legs are absolute trash compared to a tarantula’s legs. They
not only have four pairs of legs
(adding up to eight in total), but
each leg also has seven segments.
Personally, I do not have segments
of my legs that I know of! But
tarantulas have seven: the coxa,
trochanter, femur, patella, tibia,
tarsus and pretarsus, not to mention the claw. Do you know how
many segments that is? It is seven!
It gets even better. At the end of
each appendage surrounding the
claws is a special tuft of hairs called
the scopula. The scopula helps the
tarantula to get a better grip when
scaling smooth surfaces like glass.
That is so sexy for them to be
able to climb glass! Tarantulas have
been breaking glass ceilings for
decades.
Basically, there is no reason to
not like tarantulas, and if you do
not like them, you are just dumb.
They are fuzzy, easy to take out
to dinner and have legs for days.
Nothing about this should be a turn
off. In fact, it should be a turn on.
Stop being scared of tarantulas and
start falling in love with your new
best friends!

/Lawrentian

I am the future of babysitting
Dan Meyer

Although it rarely receives
accolades as a national pastime and
treasure, babysitting is as American
as hot dogs, graphic tees and saying that apple pie is solely rooted
in American cuisine. Despite our
many differences as a diverse and
complex national population, we
Americans come together time and
time again to let our children be
someone else’s problem for a single, god-forsaken minute. Growing
to loathe the very presence of your
children is the crowning achievement of Second Wave Puberty,
and babysitting allows the perfect
degree of distancing that plants the
seeds of resentment deep in the
heart of those miniature urchins.
As a high-born, inbred member of
the aristocracy, I have no children
of my own to speak of, but I do have
the festering antipathy toward children that is normally only found in
a parent of 16.
As a childless person—this
is the point at which I knock my
fists against the nearest wooden
object so fiercely that my bones are
ground to dust, the wood haunted
by the bitter ghosts of my oncefunctional hands—I also know that
parents love opinions on childrearing from we barren folk. For
the adults who wish they could buy
just one box of cereal without constant pestering from the parasite
that will eventually be your sole
caretaker, I have excellent news.
Some grocery stores in this
great nation offer in-store childcare services for disgruntled parents. Appleton has one of its own,
but I am not here to advocate for
the simple depositing of children
into a small, school-adjacent room
so your children are spared the
sight of their father crying over
the sheer number of unfamiliar
fruits. This practice seems suited to
the picture-perfect future depicted
in the prognostic documentary,
“Wall-E,” so I have no doubt that
it will soon become a fixture of all
grocery stores.
I believe with every ounce of
my being that I should be allowed
to adopt one—possibly many—of
the children briefly imprisoned in
these grocery detention centers.
The benefits of this system should
be immediately apparent, but I
will continue for the benefit of the
troglodytes and pedants. I have no
interest in keeping the child after
I leave the grocery store. I simply wish to have a small, more

energetic human accompany me
in my grocery-shopping endeavors
to make the process easier and
delightfully patrician.
First and foremost, it is possible that this program is already
in place amongst the most enlightened of grocers. If the kid is
returned before the parents return
to the childcare center, the secret of
the kid-adoption program could go
untold. The system I support, naturally, goes one step further than this
hypothetical. If this Take-A-Tyke
program were to be implemented
locally, I would demand that the
original parents wait until I have
completed my own errands before
receiving their child deposit. If they
cannot be bothered to watch their
children while they shop, I refuse
to introduce more stress to my life
through a hasty jaunt through the
grocery aisles. My mini-valet and
I will stroll through the linoleum
grounds at our—or rather, my—
leisure.
A cadre of malleable minds
at my disposal will also provide
me with the utmost sense of psychological satisfaction, as I would
be able to appoint one of the toddlers as a personal scribe while the
other impressionable souls listen
to my Enlightened Musings. With
the quickened learning abilities of
their age, the children could absorb
every word of my impenetrable
logic and wit. I see no better way
to raise my spirits in the midst
of these winter doldrums than by
feeling as if I am a nobleman who
has taken one of the brighter peasant children under his wings for a
tutelage beyond the child’s station.
I know I am not alone in saying that grocery shopping often
demands a physical prowess that
my corporeal form lacks. For a
completely successful trip to the
store, the demands can be so strenuous as to mandate the lifting of an
entire gallon of milk; other times,
the item I desire is on a shelf just
two feet from the floor, forcing me
to strain my pampered and highborn back. Employing an army of
youngsters would spare me the
indignities of this process while
unleashing the children on the
shelves like a collection of trained
capuchins. What fun! This benefits
the children as well in the development of their clambering humors
and familiarity with the lesser metals of shelving construction.
Furthermore, it has come
to my attention that segments
of the population yearn for positions commonly known as “intern-

ships.” I myself have never had
any need for such a degrading lot;
my Daddy Dearest has provided
for me fully through his connections amongst the business-folk of
the Grand Township. I do believe,
however, that my brilliant plan for
grocery childcare offers an excellent opportunity for these grovelers. The positions for these abandoned children would be monetarily unpaid, but they would be
richly compensated in experience
and become proficient in fetching
food by the end of their tenure. To
paraphrase the most likable character of the Disney universe: some
of the grocery-hunters may die in
the process, but that is a risk I am
more than willing to take.
Pardon my resort to the lesser
arts for commentary. I was struck
by the quote as a result of my
surroundings: as I sit in the passageways of Lawrence University’s
administrative offices, I cannot
help but notice the very same
quote printed and hung on the
wall next to a screen that displays
the weather forecast for the week.
This digression will not become
habit, neither here nor in my childimprovement program.
Hark my words, ye commoners! Some children are abandoned
in grocery stores already, but this
practice will no doubt spread
nationwide by the end of the season. Do not cast out your gremlins
for naught. I am willing to overcome my disdain for the little ones
and usher them into the world of
meaningful business experience at
no cost to you. I, as a good-hearted man of high birth, will select
the luckiest souls of the discarded bunch and assign them roles
that may, one day in the distant
future, offer them the opportunity
of attaining a paid internship in a
nearly-identical position. Not from
me, of course! How could I possibly
afford to pay the little ones who do
the same work as I?
One of our nation’s greenest
monuments has at its base a single
quote inscribed in stone: “Give me
your tired, your weary, your huddled masses yearning to breathe
free.” I want none of the children
that fit this description. Allow me
to temporarily adopt the most
energetic, limber food-hounds of
the grocery store’s childcare center so I can improve society, one
urchin at a time.

So what happens when you
throw a bunch of those people into
a situation where they have nearly
unrestricted access to food, without any of the external regulators
they relied on their whole lives?
Mass hysteria, of course.
Some people opt to eat as
much as possible—more bang for
your buck, am I right? After a lifetime of denying ourselves the pleasures of a good donut, the endless
array of tots and soft-serve is too
delectable to resist. We go back for
seconds, and thirds, leaving feeling physically uncomfortable and
probably a little mentally uncomfortable, as well. We beat ourselves
up for our apparent lack of willpower and vow to keep an even
tighter grip on our eating habits in
the future.
The other strategy when confronted with an infinite supply of
food is to take a cautious approach.

Carefully selecting a ‘balanced’
and ‘nutritious’ plate of food while
ignoring the things that look truly
satisfying, we fail to eat enough
to really feel full. We leave feeling
like we wasted money on a lessthan-fulfilling experience, but at
least we managed to ignore the
ever-tempting dessert table on the
way out.
Neither of these approaches
to food leave us feeling satisfied.
Neither is sustainable in the longterm, and both are endlessly complicated by the food rules and messages we receive as we attempt
to navigate the food landscape at
Lawrence (I’m looking at you, calorie labels in the Cafe). While I don’t
believe in placing moral labels on
food or ways of eating, the goal of
eating should be to fulfill a need,
our physical or emotional hunger,
without creating more problems
for ourselves. Eating does not need

to be complicated, but the college
lifestyle makes eating according to
our actual needs and wants, nearly
impossible.
Of course, our eating habits
are not solely the responsibility
of the school. Class schedules and
extra-curricular activities compete
with our desire to prioritize food.
I would argue that Lawrence does
the best they can with the resources they have and the biases they
carry.
It is ultimately up to the students to recognize that our own
needs supersede the food rules we
have internalized through years of
practice. We do not need to base
our eating off of the models of others; we can trust ourselves to make
food choices that will make us feel
good.

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

Lawrentians do not know how to eat

of your likes and dislikes. Whereas
in nature, eating is regulated by
internal cues like feeling hungry or
full. We all learned to eat on someone else’s schedule.
You probably also grew up
indoctrinated into the cult of diet
culture; that is, you received messages through your friends, family
and the media about which foods
were ‘good’ and which were ‘bad,’
‘sinful’ or, god forbid, ‘guilt-inducing.’ Not only which foods, but also
the quantity of food and the timing
of your meals. This was almost
certainly tied up with the size of
your body; you learned from a
young age that baby fat stops being
cute eventually, and you needed
to control your body size through
food and physical activity. Even if
you were naturally thin, you were
taught to watch what you ate, lest
you end up as one of those sad, outof-control fatties.
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How are you?
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lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.
—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

“Happy, busy, awesome and chill.”
—Jamie Dong

“Excited, but also stressed for the end
of the term. I might need more sleep.”
—Tony Vu

“Salty like a snack.”
—Hannah Hayat

—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“Doing okay! It’s nice outside.”
—Ella Kile

“Decent with a flair of alright.”
—Winston Klapper
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“I’m good, but nervous.”
—Kelly Foy
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join
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Editorial Board positions now open for
application online.
If interested, visit lawrentian.com/
apply
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ing when they are just as natural
as any other sex act. We need to
actually be honest with our partners about things that we want and
things that we find unappealing.
And we need to not shame people

for sexual practices everyone could
actually learn from and could really
help future partners. It is exceedingly hard and exceedingly awkward and I will not pretend that I
find myself any more capable than
anyone else to discuss these things.
What I do know, though, is that it
starts with simply talking to yourself. Ask yourself what you want
and why and try to be honest. Ask

yourself why you might find anal
sex funny or weird or disgusting
and where that might come from.
Then figure out how you can undo
that because people suffer from
that stigma. Because at the end of
the day, sometimes you just need to
figure out how you feel about your
butthole.

* Ask for your Lawrence discount!
* FREE Super-Muncheez CheezyBreadsticks with 14” or 16” Pizzas!
* FREE Delivery! MuncheezPizzaria.com

920-749-1111

